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On hold Traveling family 
Eastern parents hit the road 
to see their sons in action. 
Cloudy with a 
high around 78. 
Two failed meetings halt city 
representative selection. 
Tuesday, September 21, 1993 
HarassQJ.ent suit settled 
Professor 
gets tenure, 
$150,000 
By JOHN FERAK 
Administration editor 
Eastern faculty member Janet 
Francis-Laribee will receive a one-
time $150,000 cash payment, a per-
manent salary increase, faculty, 
tenure and an acting administrators 
position as part of the settlement 
between her and the Board of 
Governors concerning her sexual 
harassment case against the BOG. 
With the settlement, Francis-
Laribee receives a permanent salary 
raise of more than $500 per month. 
Eastern President David Jorns said 
he was still unclear if this salary 
increase is retroactive to the begin-
ning of the school year. 
EAN ESKRA/ Assoc. photo editor 
President David Jorns (left) talks with Barbara Hill, vice president for academic affairs, during the press confer-
ence about Janet Francis-Laribee's sexual harassment settlement. Francis-Laribee will receive $150,000, tenure 
and a new position as part of the agreement. 
In her previous Lumpkin college 
position, Francis-Laribee earned a 
nine-month salary of $5,988 per 
month or $53,892 last year. As acting 
assistant dean of graduate studies, 
Francis-Laribee will earn $6,500 each 
month for an 11-month contract - a 
figure that climbs to $71,500 this 
year. 
month contracts. Most faculty mem-
bers are paid nine-month contracts. 
Even if Francis-Laribee is returned 
to a faculty position, next year, she 
will maintain a $6,500 per month 
salary - $58,500 per year. 
"We feel the settlement fairly 
addresses the discrimination and 
injuries Janet's suffered," said Glenn 
Stanko,_ Francis-Laribee's attorney. 
"It was an appropriate settlement for 
her." 
Eastern and BOG officials released 
most terms of the agreement Monday." 
All terms of the agreement were not 
available to The News Monday. 
Francis-Laribee's original $5.1 mil-
lion lawsuit began in 1991 when she 
filed a lawsuit against Eastern and 
BOG officials for their alleged mis-
handling of her sexual harassment 
case against a business professor. · 
Francis-Laribee's original claim 
alleged former Lumpkin College of 
Business professor Efraim Turban 
sexually harassed her during the 
1989-90 school year. 
The defendants named in Francis-
Lari bee's lawsuit were: Former 
Administrators are paid 11-and 12- t Continued on Page 2 
alendar 
acks 
upporf 
School fees 4th of 6 iii state 
The proposed changes in 
e 1994-95 academic calen-
are not as popular to stu-
ents as administrators 
· t think, according to the 
udent representative on 
calendar committee. 
Amy Levine, oo:ctiairWom-
n of elections for the 
dent Senate and student 
presentative on the calen-
committee, said students 
d other members of the ' 
ate who have responded 
the plan do not support it. 
"I felt I was slightly bullied 
the committee, and after 
other student representa-
"ve stopped attending the 
eetings, I was the only stu-
t voice," Levine said. 
The proposed changes, 
hich include eliminating 
all break and expanding 
Thanksgiving break, are 
• Continued on Page 2 
By ANDY PURCELL 
Staff writer 
Student fees at Eastern 
ranked fourth among six 
state universities, despite 
having the lowest enroll-
ment figure among all the 
schools. 
According to a recent 
report released by the 
Illinois Board of Higher 
Education, Eastern students 
pay $376 a semester in stu-
dent fees - the highest fee 
rate among the five Board of 
Governor's Universities. The 
BOG oversees · Eastern, 
Western Illinois, North-
eastern Illinois, Governor's 
State and Chicago State 
universities. · 
The $376 in student fees 
puts Eastern fourth when 
grouped with the University 
of Illinois at Champaign, 
Southern Illinois University 
at Carbondale, Illinois State 
University, Western Illinois 
University and Northern 
Illinois University. 
Lou Hencken, Eastern's 
vice president of student 
affairs, said that although 
some people think Eastern 
students pay too much' in 
student fees, the amount is 
1993 student fees breakdown 
State university comparison 
fair. 
"If -I didn't think they 
(student fees) were fair, I'd 
be looking at them to see 
how we could change them," 
Hencken said. 
Students at the U of I pay 
$460 per semester - $90 
more than Eastern students 
and highest among the six 
schools, showed figures 
released by the Office of 
Student Affairs at U of I. 
-~~-
Eugene Barton, associate 
vice chancellor of student 
affairs at the U of I said the 
amount of student fees paid 
at the school is determined 
by the students. He said the 
fees provide the students 
with high quality services. 
"They (the students) get 
everything they want," 
Barton said. "And, they're 
the ones that control it." · 
The $60 student fee at U 
~,,: 
-!~'~led 
iiil' 
of I helps fund the Assembly 
Hall and public trans-
portation services for U of I 
students. 
According to .Xen Riggs, 
associate director of the 
Assembly Hall, the hall, 
which has a maximum cap-
acity of 17 ,200, is the third 
largest arena in Illinois 
behind the Rosemont Hor-
9' Continued on Page 2 
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Harassment~-------
t From Page 1 
Eastern president Stan Rives; 
Richard Pyles, 'former admin-
istrative aide to Rives; Robert 
Kindrick, former vice presi-
dent of academic affairs; 
Charles Colbert, vice president 
of business affairs; Lumpkin 
dean Ted I varie and John 
Walstrom, Lumpkin chairman. 
Francis-Laribee's one-time 
$150,000 cash payment is 
being paid by through a statu-
tory fund at the Department of 
Central Managment Services 
in Springfield - a state fund 
that covers lawsuit damages 
against state officials. 
Larry Williams, dean of 
graduate studies and research, 
currently oversees Francis-
Laribee's new position. Fran-
cis-Laribee's role in the gradu-
" From Page 1 
izon and the Chicago Stadium. 
The hall serves as an athlet-
ic arena as well as the site of 
many large scale concerts, 
musicals, and various other 
entertainment events. 
Students at ISU pay $389 a 
semester in fees, $44.40 of 
which helps fund the universi-
ty's Redbird Arena, which has 
a capacity of about 10,000 to 
12,000 and houses both athlet-
ic and entertainment events. 
Eai;:;tern students pay 
$32.55 (athletic fee) to help 
fu:o.d , tP.~. qniv,er.s,ty's multi-
purpose tantz Gymnasium, 
which has a capacity of6100. 
a.te studies department is to 
review applications for inter-
national students applying for 
admission at Eastern. 
However, Francis-Laribee's 
11-month, administrative sal-
ary of $71,500 for this year 
means she is getting paid more 
than her boss Williams, whose 
salary last year was budgeted 
for $64,392. Jill Nilsen, associ-
ate dean of graduate studies, 
earned $53,364 last year. 
Jorns said "it would not be 
normal" for most temporary 
acting deans to earn a salary 
like Francis-Laribee's at most 
universities, but because of her 
lawsuit settlement, this is the 
salary that Eastern officials 
are forced to accept. 
BOG Spokeswoman Mich-
elle Brazell said the BOG felt 
it was in their best interests to 
J\ccording to Lawrence 
Juhlirr, associate vice presi-
dent of student affairs at 
Southern, students there pay 
$401 in fees per semester. 
Juhlin said that students at 
Southern receive "fantastic 
services for the amount of stu-
dent fees they pay." 
Juhlin said some of the ser-
vices include access to the 
eight-acre student center - the 
largest student center in the 
coun~ry not attached to a hotel 
- access to the campus beach 
and a night transportation 
program. Some university cen-
ters across have country such 
as the U of I have hotels 
attached to them, he said. 
settle the sexual harassment 
case out of court. 
''There is always potential of 
losing," Brazell said. ''This set-
tlement resolved the conflict 
without going to trial and 
without risks and expenses 
associated with long, drawn-
out litigation." 
With Monday's official set-
tlement announcement, Braz-
ell said BOG attorney fees to 
defend the Francis-Laribee 
case has cost $176,000. Also, 
Francis-Laribee's one-time 
cash payment of $150,000 puts 
that number at $326,000. 
Besides the monetary award 
in her settlement, Francis-
Laribee received faculty 
tenure and a promotion from 
assistant to associate professor 
in computer operations and 
management at Lumpkin. 
Michelle Brazell, spokes-
woman for the BOG, also 
defends Eastern's student fees. 
"We (BOG) don't think 
Eastern's fees are out of line," 
Brazell said. "The textbook 
rental fee ($59 per semester) 
and the rec center fee ($55 per 
semester) are the two big ones 
that make Eastern a little dif-
ferent from the other (state) 
schools." 
"None of the other schools 
have a textbook rental sys-
tem," she said. · "And, that 
saves students a lot of money." 
Students at Western Illinois 
pay $350 per semester and 
Northern Illinois students pay 
$311 per semester. 
Calendar---------
•FromPage 1 
being reviewed by the Faculty and Staff sen-
ates and the Council of Deans. 
After the calendar committee receives opin-
ions from the Council of Deans and Staff and 
Faculty senates, it will submit a draft to the 
President's Council for final consideration. A 
new academic calendar should be in place for 
1994-95 by early next year. 
Last Wednesday, the Student Senate tabled 
a resolution that would have approved the pro-
posed calendar because members said they 
didn't have enough time or information to 
make a sound decision on the changes. 
Levine told the committee having classes 
begin the Monday after students usually 
return to campus may not come under fire but 
is an unfair change. 
"As a freshman last year, I needed those two 
days to get books and take care of other needs. 
This proposal makes it harder to do that," 
Levine said. 
Other changes in the proposed calendar 
include elimination of Saturday final examina-
tions and a reduction in time between back-to-
back finals from 30 to 15 minutes. 
Frank Hohengarten, dean of student aca-
demic services and chairman of the calendar 
committee, said any proposals would have 
experienced some controversy. 
Thanksgiving break was expanded because 
faculty told Hohengarten that the Monday and 
Tuesday before break were "less than efficient" 
days since many students leave the Friday 
before break. 
"A lot of students figure they will just miss a 
few classes, and that it's no big deal," 
Hohengarten said. 
He added the elimination of fall break was a 
direct result of expanding Thanksgiving 
break. 
Tl1e Daily Easter11 :Xe-,,~s 
BELL'S FLOWER CORNER 
DOZEN LONG STEMMED 
· RED ROSES } 
$14.95 WRAPPED 
$19.95 VASED 
1335 MONROE 345-3919 
9.J:~·.i.J:.i.J: 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH! 
l'•,••,1 •,1,•, :·1111111111111•1 1111111 ····························•.1 .••. i " .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:::::::::::;:;:;::.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:-:-:·:·:·:-:-:::-:·:::::·:::·:::·:·:;:::::::::::::;:::::::·:::· ~ 
Italian- ham,salami, pepperoni, mozzarella, lettuce, tomato and Italian dressing. 
Meatball- meatballs and sauce. 
Ham & Cheese- ham, mozzarella, lettuce, Italian dressing. 
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef, aujus and pepperoncini. 
Poor Boy- ham, salami, mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing. 
Sicilian- ham, salami, pepperoni, special sauce and mozzarella. 
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery 
All Sandwiches $ 322 
REAL ES.TATE 
AUCTION 
Held at the Westfield Cafe in Westfield, Illinois 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1993 
10:00 A.M. 
SELLING 96 ACRES 
(More or Less) 
TRACT 1 3 Acres Clark County Westfield TWP. Sec. 29-12N. -14 W. 
Tract 1 has a small 4-bedroom home with out buildings 
located on a nice quiet road close to Westfield. 
TRACT 2 36.5 Acres Clark County Westfield TWP. Sec. 29-12N. - 14 w. 
TRACT 3 56 Acres Clark County Westfield TWP. Sec. 29-12N. -14 W. 
SELLER: EUGENE WILHOIT 
217-967 -5923 
Call or write for complete legal description and details. 
TERMS: Buyer will sign a real estate contract. Buyer will pay 10% down day of sale with remain-
der at time of closing or approximately 30 days from sale in the form of a cer@ed check. FuB 
possession at time of closing. Seller will furnish a Tttle Insurance policy. 1993 taxes will be paid 
by seller through a credit at time of closing. Buyer must register for a buyer's number. 
Announcements Sale Day Take precedence over printed material. 
Seller.....,,.. the right to 
refuM any or 111 bids 
=~,:~;:",!~~=:; 
•ny accident or llablllly. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to the Men of 
STAN=D~=~ MlchoelStonflold 
R.R.1, Box21tB 
Charlfflon, IL 6192CI 
217~7772 
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Lambda Chi Alpha 
who excelled academically 
during the spring 1993 semester 
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City delegate still not selected· 
Two failed 
meetings 
delay vote 
By SHERRY SIDWELL 
Student government editor 
The nominee for the 
Charleston City Council stu-
dent representative position 
will attend his first council 
meeting tonight without 
Student Senate approval after 
two failed attempts by the 
body to reach a quorum. 
Mike Smyth, a senior phys-
ical education major and a 
member of the senate, was 
nominated for the position by 
Student Body President Luke . 
Neumann Friday. 
A special senate meeting to 
approve Smyth was originally 
scheduled for noon Monday in · 
the Library Quad, but was 
rescheduled after the senate 
could not reach a quorum of 
16 members. Only 14 senate 
members attended the noon 
meeting. 
Neumann rescheduled the 
confirmation meeting to 8 
p.m. Monday in the Taylor 
Hall Lobby, but the senate 
again failed to reach quorum. 
Eight senate members at-
t.ended the second meeting. 
Smyth's confirmation is 
w scheduled for the regular 
enate meeting at 7 p.m. 
ednesday in the Arcola-
scola Room of the Martin 
uther King Jr. University 
nion. 
"The senate has already 
EAN ESKRA/ Assoc. photo editor 
Mike Smyth, nominee for City Council representative, 
answers questions from Student Senate members at one of 
two special meeting Thursday. Two failed quorums 
stopped a confirmation vote on Smyth. 
had two opportunities to ques-
tion my choice for the posi-
tion, and a majority of the 
members passed up these 
opportunities," Neumann 
said. "So now I'm going to be 
sending Smyth to the (City 
Council) meeting and asking 
him to sit on the council and 
act as the council representa-
tive. 
"Of course, (Smyth) under-
stands that his continued par-
ticipation on the council 
depends on senate confirma-
tion," Neumann said. 
Neumann said he doesn't 
know why the senate failed to 
reach a quorum in two 
attempts. 
"The Student Government 
Constitution says that only a 
student body president has 
the authority to call a special 
meeting, which I did," Neu-
mann said. "But unfortunate-
ly, I don't have the authority 
to make sure senators show 
up." 
Neumann first called for 
the special confirmation meet-
ing at last week's Wednesday 
senate meeting before the 
entire senate body. 
"When the meeting was 
first announced, no one ob-
jected. No one told me there 
would be any problem," Neu-
mann said. "It seemed as if 
everyone was informed of 
what was going on. 
"Those who didn't show up 
can't truthfully plead a lack of 
information. They were told," 
Neumann said. 
Neumann said he does not 
anticipate any problems or 
surprises in Smyth's confir-
mation once a quorum is 
finally reached. 
"Smyth is a good candidate 
and a strong senator," Neu-
mann said. "I don't foresee 
any real problems." 
Smyth is the second nomi-
nee for the student represen-
tative position. He was chosen 
after Jason Howard, the origi-
nal nominee for the position 
resigned last week. 
At the first meeting, Smyth 
said he would be active at the 
City Council meetings. 
"I'm definitely not just 
going to go and sit there," 
Smyth said. "I like to talk." 
enior awaits pre-trial hearing 
us editor 
Hill said Jackson was concerned but 
"in good spirits" at the arraignment. 
Pre-trial proceedings for Greg 
ackson, the Eastern student indicted 
r the murder of a Chicago woman, will 
gin Oct. 20, according to his attorney. 
Jackson entered a plea of not guilty to 
after the cancellation of 
a scheduled Judicial 
Affairs Board hearing 
at which Jackson was 
expected to appeal the 
interim suspension 
handed down to him 
following his indict-
ment. 
Also at the arraignment, the two 
other defendants, Marcus Gray and 
Antwon Tyler, entered not guilty pleas. 
Gray and Tyler are still being held on 
$1 million bond. Jackson was released 
Aug. 26 on $100,000 bail. · 
barges of first-degree murder and 
ttempted robbery at his arraignment 
'day in Bridgeview near Chicago, said 
Hill said the hearing 
Greg Jackson was canceled as part of 
an agreement between 
the university and Hill's law firm to 
delay the hearing. 
Hill also said the judge assigned to 
the case was changed. Judge Thomas 
Carmody of Bridgeview was replaced by 
Judge Harry R. Buoscio of Sullivan. ' attorney Stanley Hill. 
Jackson and two other Chicago men 
ere indicted Sept. 2 in connection with 
e July shooting death of Sheilah 
oyle, a 40-year-old nurse in Palos 
"The suspension is not being worried 
about right now, we will conduct our 
investigation of the case and appeal the 
suspension later," Hill said. "The pre-
trial proceeding on Oct. 20 should pro-
duce a specific trial date, and we should 
have more information regarding the 
case at that point." 
Currently, Hill said he is still build-
ing his case. 
''We have yet to receive a discovery of 
any evidence that will display what 
direction this case will take," he said .. 
"It's too early in the investigation to see 
what type of trial this is going to be." 
k, a suburb of Chicago. 
Hill said a trial date was not set 
'day because both the state's attorney 
d Hill's law firm are still investigat- Hill said he expects his trial prepara-
tions to take the full four weeks before 
the pre-trial proceeding. 
the case. 
Friday's arraignment came two days 
areer day to start Wednesday 
us editor 
Eastern students searching 
r jobs or just considering 
eir options will have a 
ance to talk to more than 
0 businesses, agencies and 
;vernment offices Wednes-
y when the Career Plan-
, g and Placement Center 
ts its annual Fall Career 
y and Jobs Fair. 
The event will run from 
0 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the 
d and Union ballrooms of 
e Martin Luther King Jr. 
·versity Union. 
Shirley Stewart, director of 
e Career Planning and 
Placement Center, said Wed- police departments and insur- The Career Planning and 
nesday will mark the ninth ance companies. Placement Center hosts about 
year the center has hosted the Stewart said more than five such career days each 
fair. half the companies attending . year, Stewart said. 
"The fair is an excellent ,the fair this year are looking "We have one major fair. in 
way for students to network for students from any major. the fall and spring and then· 
with recruiters for either She said because most job two or three smaller fairs 
internships or permanent searches take between six and throughout the year," she 
employment," Stewart said. nine inonths, it is important said. 
She said recruiters attend- for students to take time to Last fairs Career Day drew 
ing the fair represent almost attend the job fair. about 1,500 students. Stewart 
all majors at Eastern. She said employers look for said she expects about that 
"The purpose of the job fair a firm handshake, eye con- number Wednesday. 
is not getting students hired, tact, the ability to initiate con- The remaining jobs fairs 
but getting initial contact versation and solid interview- : are Graduate School Infor-
with employers," Stewart ing skills. mation Day on Nov. 10, Teach-
said. ''Many of the larger compa- er Placement/Job Fair on Nov. 
Representatives slated to nies have positions that can 12, Spring Career Day on Feb. 
attend range from accounting allow different majors to fill 2 and Teacher Placement Day 
firms and nursing homes to them," Stewart said. April 13,_ 1994. 
Council. 
to vote 
on street 
changes 
By ROBERT SANCHEZ 
City editor 
The Charleston City 
Council will vote on a pro-
posal to extend two one-
way city streets during its 
meeting Tuesday in the 
City Council Chambers, 
520 Jackson Ave . . 
Once the regular agen-
da is completed, Mayor 
Dan Cougill will address 
citizens and members of 
the city council about his 
plans to bring the super-
maximum-security prison 
to the city. 
The two one-way 
streets, Sixth and Seventh 
streets, will be extended 
by two blocks to Jefferson 
Avenue. Sixth Street is 
currently one way from 
Monroe Avenue to Lincoln 
Avenue. Seventh Street is 
one way beginning at 
Lincoln Avenue and end-
ing just past Monroe 
Avenue. 
Another ordinance that 
will be voted on during 
the council's consent· 
agenda' wi.ll' :feq-dtre thV · "1' 
temporary·closing"'df.soin'e " ' '- ' 
Charleston streets for 
Eastern's Homecoming 
Parade on Oct. 23. 
The proposed parade 
route includes Seventh 
Street between Monroe 
and Hayes avenues, Sixth 
Street between Monroe 
and Lincoln avenues, 
Monroe Avenue between 
Sixth and Seventh streets, 
Jackson Avenue between 
Sixth and Seventh streets, 
Grant Avenue between 
Seventh and Ninth 
streets, Hayes Avenue 
between Seventh and 
Ninth streets, and Roos-
evelt Avenue between 
Fourth and Ninth streets. 
Charleston police would 
be required to erect signs, 
barricades and traffic-con-
trol devices to enforce the 
street closings, according 
to the proposal. 
Other ordinances on 
the consent agenda in-
clude: 
• A regulation that 
would give Eastern con-
trol over streets common-
ly used by students, facul-
ty and visitors. The regu-
lation would include 
maintaining and enforc-
ing the streets. 
The roadways referred 
to in the ordinance in-
clude Seventh Street from 
its intersection with 
Hayes Avenue north to its 
intersection with Lincoln 
Avenue; Grant Avenue 
from its intersection at 
Seventh Street to its in-
t«1rsection with Ninth 
Street; and Hayes Avenue 
from its intersection with 
Seventh Street to its in-
tersection with Ninth 
Street. 
IDaily Eastern Iews Small IllirlOfs ·town survives' Klan visit It was a slow weekend long by those "free-loading, 
down in Vandalia, just like all good-for-nothing" minorities. 
of the weekends that came Some were excited about the 
before it. The high school kids "First amend- amount of media and FBI 
were cruising the one main rnent rights have attention the area was receiv-
t street in mom and dad's car a way of not ing. Some were excited by 
and drinking the $2.98 spe- T11Jrn •inn the amount of money the Klan 
Cougill should 
: start working 
on alternatives 
Mayor Dan Cougill 's latest move in con-
- trolling the Charleston bar scene is filled 
·with good intentions, but he is going about 
it in the wrong way. 
Cougill will meet with local bar owners 
today at th.e City Council Chambers and ask 
-------- them to stop offering Edito:rial nickel, dime and quar-
-------- ter beer nights. 
The bar Qwners should tell Cougill that, 
while the idea may be an admirable one, it 
violates antitrust laws and it isn't going to 
ft oat. 
Cougill' s reasoning is that if the alcohol is 
made available for pocket change on those 
nights, then those' prices encourage binge 
drinking. 
All of the bar owners meet the state 
requirement by having "draft nights" instead 
of "happy hours," which are illegal in Illinois. 
So there is no legal way that Cougill can 
force the bars to raise their prices. He is hop-
ing that the bar owners appeal to his reason, 
quit having the cheap beer nights voluntarily 
and settle on a minimum price. 
One owner, Don Yost of Stix, agrees with 
the proposal. But why wouldn't he? Stix 
doesn't offer "draft nights" and doesn't sell 
.• any alcohol for less than $1. By putting 
' Cougill's proposal into effect, all of the other 
bars would have to raise their prices, which 
would be closer to what Stix already 
charges. Stix would then benefit by having 
its prices in line with the competition. 
Instead of trying to Hex more muscle over 
the bar owners and their establishments, 
Cougill should go back to one of his cam-
paign promises and work on it. 
He said that he would work on providing 
alternatives to the bars. Cougill's ideas 
included the opening juice bars and coffee-
houses. Since his election in April, there has 
been no talk of opening any juice bars or 
coffeehouses. It doesn't appear that either 
one of his alternatives will open any time 
soon. 
There is the possibility that if these places 
were in operation, then the lure of cheap 
beer wouldn't be as great. 
clal from the local liquor ~~ ~ would be spending in the eco-
store, the adults were either favorites." nomically poor community 
at Saturday night church or 8llei over the weekend. But many 
dancing 1950's style at Sid~ll were more upset and embar-
Reavis's Skating Rink or any of ----------------- rassed than excited. 
the various lodges about town named after animal Here it becomes necessary for me to explain that 
species and the Klan was lighting up a cross in a Vandalia is a very quiet, very rural town. It's a con-
field. servative, old-fashioned place with conservative, old· 
Just another Saturday night in a small Southern fashioned values. While some of the racial values 
Illinois town, right? Nothing too much out of the may not have changed all that much in the last 20 or 
ordinary. 30 years, that doesn't mean the townspeople of 
Wait a minute. What was that last part again? Vandalia were overjoyed to see the Klan come 
You may have seen this story already. It was marching in. 
picked up dozens of newspapers around the state Most didn't want the attention. Most didn't want 
that ordinarily couldn't even locate Vandalia on a to see their community disrupted with some sort of 
map. ugly demonstration. 
It's the kind of place that goes for years at a time But, as everybody knows, the Klan has just as 
without doing much of anything that can be consid- much right to torch a cross in a field as I do to write 
ered newsworthy. The last time Vandalia made the the words you're reading now. First Amendment 
news was when then-presidential hopeful Bill Clinton rights have a way of not playing favorites. 
made the town the last stop on his much celebrated And so everybody in Vandalia braced for the 
"Let's-get-on-a-bus-and-drive-across-the-country- worst. When it was announced that a rally protest! 
until-we-all-go-nuts" bus tour. the Klan's presence in the community was planned 
But this past weekend, It made the news again across town, the state troopers began rolling into 
when It had the dubious distinction of playing host to town and the local sheriff put everyone on alert. It 
that most jolly of all good-time groups, the Ku Klux would be the ultimate clash, right there on the main 
Klan. · street. 
Proving that it's never out of style for idiots to Then ..• nothing happened. The Klan burned its 
gather together in the name of sharing their amazing cross and marched around shouting the usual racial 
ignorance with others, approximately 300 people epithets, the protesters lit candles and sang hymns 
got together to participate In the Klan's down-home, and prayed and then everybody went home. No fir 
old-fashioned cross burning. works. No melodrama. No nothing. 
A small number of these people were local mem- Just as the Klan's message amounted to nothing, 
bers of Vandalia's very own chapter of the Klan, but so did its grand rally. Both fizzled. 
the majority were outsideFs from Chicago or the In case you're Interested, I didn't attend the rally. 
Southern states. I couldn't get my bedsheet off my bed, so I couldn' 
People of the a~ea couldn't help but be excited, go. 
for one reason or another. A few were excited that 
attention was finally being paid to the plight of the 
poor white people who have been victimized for so 
- Sherry Sidwell is student government editor 
a regular columnist for The Dally Eastern News. 
Neumann is trying 
the best that he can 
to help out students 
Dear editor: 
After reading the Sept. 1 7 edi-
torial on the city council repre-
sentative appointment 
("Representative needs to be 
named quickly"), we were very 
disappointed. Those of you who 
do not see Luke Neumann run-
ning from a meeting, to a class, 
to a program and back to another 
meeting do not realize the devo-
tion he has to Eastern. 
Neumann and the Student 
Senate are faced with difficult 
decisions every week that either 
need immediate attention or 
careful thought. Neumann serves 
on many committees and partici-
pates in numerous campus pro-
grams and activities. Neumann Is 
a hard-working, caring and 
devoted student body president. 
There is a lot more to him than 
meets the eye. Neumann Is cur-
rently planning the second 
"Sweep The City" with other 
campus organizations, he has 
had meetings with Mayor Dan 
Couglll and he has had also made 
several appointments that have 
proved to be successful deci-
sions. 
Neumann organizes his time 
well and gets things done. He 
cannot help It if things fall 
through. It's not his fault when 
people don't show up for meet-
ings or carry out their own 
responsibilities. His job is to fulfill 
his duties as best as possible. We 
believe that he is doing that. Be 
Tour turn 
patient. After all Rome wasn't 
built in a day and not everything 
is how it seems to be. 
Some things may not get done 
. as fast as someone might think 
they should and not everything is 
going to be perfect the first time. 
At least he is trying his best. 
Neumann will find someone 
capable for this appointment -
but don't expect this to happen 
overnight. 
Sh ... non Andrews 
Carolyn Magdzlasz 
Mayor's paternalistic 
approach may have 
gotten him in trouble 
Dear editor: 
I read with great Interest the 
article entitled "Mayor calls for 
higher beer prices" which 
appeared In the Sept. 20 issue of 
The Dally Eastern News. The 
mayor has stated that he has the 
obligation to "uphold the law," 
but his paternalistic approach 
may have finally gotten him in 
over his head. 
In asking the bar owners to get 
together and "come to some sort 
of agreement" on minimum beer 
prices, he has asked them In 
essence to violate regulations of 
the Sherman Antitrust Act of 
1898. But that is not the biggest 
of his problems. According to 
two professors in the economics 
department here (who provided 
this information on the condition 
that their identity not be 
revealed), he has violated the 
himself by conspiring to fix 
prices. It is clearly spelled out I 
the Sherman Act, according to 
the professors, that Cougill him· 
self is already guilty of violating 
antitrust regardless of whether 
not the bar owners follow 
through with his request. Ironic 
that Cougill has broken the law 
the name of upholding it. The 
mayor had better hope he has 
damn good lawyer, because 
Justice Department has pro 
already received a few calls. 
Brian P 
The Daily Eastern News 
encourages letters to the edit 
concerning any local, state, 
national or International Issue. 
Letters should be less than 
words. For the letter to be prl 
ed, the name of the author, In 
addition to the author's addr 
and telephone number, must 
Included. If necessary, letters 
be edited according to length 
and space at the discretion of 
edit page editor or editor In 
Anonymous letters will not 
printed. 
If a letter has more than thr 
authors, only the names of the 
first three will be printed. 
Guest column poll 
The Dally Eastern News 
encourages readers to submit 
guest columns concerning any 
topic or issue that may be rel 
vant to our readership. 
Columns should be restrict 
to or less than two typewritten 
double-spaced pages. 
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BACCHUS to talk to bars 
about designated· drivers 
By TOM LAW 
Staff writer 
are trying to implement the first uniform pro-
gram for the whole Charleston area." 
A representative from Boosting Alcohol 
Consciousness Concerning the Health of 
University Students will ask local bar owners 
Tuesday for their help in expanding 
Charleston's designated driver program to 
include.all Charleston bars. 
If the program gets under way, designated 
drivers will receive special cups when they go 
to a bar. The cups will cost the designated 
driver a quarter and may be used to purchase 
soda. All soda refills will cost a quarter. 
Tumbarello is confident bar owners will 
join the program. ·He said Mayor Dan Cougill 
has already offered him his full support. Terry Tumbarello, a second-year graduate 
student who serves as Eastern's adviser for 
BACCHUS, said he has been working for a 
year to expand the program to include every 
bar in the city. 
"I don't see why this program shouldn't 
work," Tumbarello said. "It's risk manage-
ment for the bar owners, and it should 
encourage non-drinking students to go out to 
the bars with their friends and safely drive 
them home afterwards." 
He will present his plan to local tavern 
owners with details about ·what is expected 
from them if they decide to participate. Tumbarello said he is pleased to have an 
opportunity to speak with all the bar owners 
at once. 
Tumbarello said the program is not new to 
Charleston but just hasn't caught on here. 
"The designated driver plan has been 
around here since about 1988, but was differ-
ent from bar to bar," Tumbarello said. "We 
"Having most of the liquor license-holders 
at the meeting will allow for the best commu-
nication and participation," he said. 
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Newest comedian 
• carries a message 
By SUSAN KIEL 
Activities editor 
A comedian with a mes-
sage, comedian Jackie Gue-
rra will make her first ap-
pearance at Eastern at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Rath-
skeller in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
Tickets are now on sale at 
the Union ticket office and 
can be purchased at the door. 
Tickets cost $1 for students 
with a valid ID and for senior 
citizens, and $3 for the gener-
al public. 
Guerra is a stand-up comic 
who, prior to comedy, had a 
full time career in politics. 
Chris Kozlov, program coordi-
nator for University Board's 
Subway committee, said 
Guerra devotes most of her 
routine to overcoming stereo-
types. 
Guerra was chosen to add 
diversity to the five-comic 
series, Kozlov said. 
"What I tried to look for 
this semester that we didn't 
last year was to add diversity 
to the comedy series," Kozlov 
said. "Last year was mostly 
all males. 
This year we 
have three 
females." 
A 1 on g 
with her 
stand-up 
career, Gu-
erra also off-
~~_, ers part-time 
Jackie Guerra consulting 
services for 
Latino political candidates 
and environmental justice 
groups in Los Angeles. 
Discrimination in Holly-
wood is an issue that Guerra 
often works into her act. In a 
release, Guerra said that just 
once she would like the typi-
cal stereotype of a snotty 
French waiter varied to that 
of a snotty Mexican waiter in 
a fancy Mexican restaurant. 
Guerra attended Yale 
University where she major-
ed in Latino studies. 
Kozlov also said he wasn't 
sure what to expect from 
Guerra's performance. 
"She was chosen more as a 
trial run, to see what the 
turn-out will be," Kozlov said. 
Fee board's first 
meeting tonight 
By NATALIE GOTT 
Staff writer 
The Apportionment Board 
will conduct its first meeting 
of the year tonight at 8 p.m. 
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room 
of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Tonight's meeting will 
serve as an introductory ses-
sion for AB members, said 
Chairman Blake Wood. At 
the meeting, Wood will 
review the board's objectives 
and goals, and Julie Morri-
sey, the account technician, 
will review the board's finan-
cial operations. 
The first board meeting 
was originally scheduled for 
last Tuesday but was post-
poned because of members' 
conflicting schedu1es. 
Wood said because the first 
few meetings will serve as 
introductions and because 
new business won't be dis-
cussed until Oct. 4, the delay 
won't pose any problems. 
The AB allocates student 
fee money to six campus 
boards that provide enter-
tainment and services for the 
student body. These boards 
are the Apportionment 
Board, the University Union 
Board, the Sports and Rec-
reation Board, the Perfor-
ming Arts Board and Student 
Government. 
The Student Publications 
Board is another fee-funded 
board, but, unlike the other 
fee-funded boards, has its 
own separate account that is 
not under AB control, Wood 
said. 
The fee-funded boards 
receive their operating bud-
gets for each academic year 
during the spring semester, 
but must come before the AB 
each fall to request addition-
al funding. 
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Computer workshops begin 
The first of two evening $90. Each participant will be learning editing techniques, 
workshops to teach computer given access to an IBM-com- working on two documents 
literacy skills will begin patible computer and will be simultaneously, rearranging 
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Lum- guided by instructor Cheryl documents and adding spe-
pkin Hall. Noll through hands-on assig- cial features, using fonts, 
The first workshop, titled nments. using the blocking and dictio-
"Getting Started with Com- Noll is an associate profes- nary features and enhancing 
puters," will be held tonight sor of business education and document design. 
and Thursday from 6:30 to administrative information Previous experience with 
9:30 p.m. systems in the Lumpkin DOS and basic computer lit-
It wil~ focus on preparing a College of Business and App- eracy are required to enroll 
personal computer for opera- lied Sciences. in the WordPerfect 5.1 work-
tion, using keyboard opera- The second workshop, shop. 
tions, installing and using "Learning WordPerfect 5.1," To register, or for more 
DOS (disk operating system), will be held on Tuesday, Sept. information, interested per-
and learning basic word pro- 28 and Thursday, Sept. 30 sons may call 581-2913. 
cessing applications. from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
The registration fee for It will cover formatting let- - Staff report 
each six-hour workshop is ters, memos and reports, 
New scholarships available 
By AD.AM McHUGH 
Campus editor 
Eastern students pursuing 
a course of study that may 
lead to a career in govern-
ment service will have a 
chance to compete for the 
Harry S. Truman Schol-
arships for 1994-95. 
he is accepting credentials 
from students until Oct. 1. 
After Thorsen considers 
the applications and narrows 
the field to qualified stu-
dents, he said he will ask 
those applicants for an essay 
regarding an issue of public 
policy, that he will send to 
the national committee. 
"We've been · sending 
applicants from Eastern for 
about 10 years now, but the 
competition for this scholar-
ship is fierce," Thorsen said. 
dent organizations and com-
munity service, and plans to 
graduate between December 
1994 and August 1995. 
The scholarship covers all 
college expenses for the 
senior year, and may be 
extended into a graduate 
year. 
Juggler 
The campus Truman 
Scholarship Committee is 
currently seeking students 
who are now juniors to apply 
for the prestigious scholar-
ship. 
Laurence Thorsen, profes-
sor of political science, said 
Qualifications for the 
scholarship include a GPA of 
over 3.4, participation in stu-
"This scholarship is an 
excellent experience to have 
on a resume. Any student 
who does has an advantage 
when looking for a job, be-
cause it is almost the same 
as having a prestigious inter-
nship," Thorsen said. 
Mark Nizer; a comedian and juggler; juggles cigar boxes in 
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union.Monday evening. 
Congress agrees to money-saving efforts 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress 
sealed the fate of scores of military 
bases..nationwider approving recom-
mendatious to .close 130 facilities and 
scale back 45 others in a money-sav-
ing effort that will cost tens of thou-
sands of jobs. 
By a vote of 83-12 on Monday, the 
Senate rejected a motiort to disap-
prove the work of the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Com-
mission. By law, the entire package 
takes effect unless both the Senate 
and House overturn the panel's pro-
posals in their entirety. 
This marks the third round of base 
closures in five years, and another 
swipe at reducing military infrastruc-
ture is planned for 1995. 
The bulk of the direct job losses 
will be concentrated in three states. 
Hardest hit are California, slated to 
lose more than 40,000 military and 
civilian defense-related jobs; Florida, 
facing the loss of 22,000 jobs, and 
South Carolina, which is expected to 
lose more than 14,700 jobs. 
Among the major installations on 
the list are Alameda Na val Air 
Station in California, the Orlando 
Naval Training Center in Florida and 
the Charleston Naval Station and 
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Naval Shipyard in South Carolina. 
Slated for closure are 35 major 
bases and 95 minor facilities; 27 
major and 18 minor installations will 
be realigned. 
The commission estimated that 
closing the bases will save about $4 
billion from fiscal 1994 to fiscal 1999 
after one-time closure costs of $7 bil-
lion. Savings after the turn of the 
century will be about $2.3 billion 
annually. 
Reflecting the general consensus 
that the closures were a done deal, no 
motion of disapproval surfaced in the 
House and only nine senators spoke 
on the issue during Monday's low-key 
debate. 
Senate Armed Services Chairman 
Sam Nunn, D-Ga., expressed hi~ 
sympathy for the affected communi 
ties, but argued that if the bases 
aren't closed, the military will ha¥ 
to reduce the size of its force. 
"One way or another people are 
going to lose jobs," Nunn said. 
The senator warned that failure 
shut down installations would ret 
the military to the hollow armed se 
vices of the 1970s when the Unit 
States "kept the bases and erode 
readiness of forces to fight." 
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Lobbyists oppose health plan 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A cafeteria in a 
House office building was transformed 
into an elegant hall. Tiny white lights 
twinkled in tall potted trees brought in 
for the occasion. Food from Washington's 
best restaurants was piled high, and 
drinks flowed freely. 
The guests of honor were 150 members 
of Congress, invited to meet with local 
restaurateurs and hear a private lobby-
ing pitch against President Clinton's 
health care plan. 
For their trouble, lawmakers were 
handed gifts on the way out - silver-plat-
ed Chippendale mint dishes. 
From small businesses that would be 
required for the first time to provide 
employee health benefits to tobacco 
giants expecting a huge tax increase, a 
massive lobbying campaign is under way 
to alter the Clinton plan even before it is 
unveiled. 
The aim of lobbyists is to persuade 
Congress, which gets the next crack at 
the plan, to make changes they couldn't 
St' :::::::;::::::::::·:·:·:·········· 
:::::~=r====== =·=·=·=·=·=·=·=············· 
cajole from the White House. While 
Clinton invited input from virtually every 
economic sector and major interest group, 
some feel left out. 
"There are some groups in this that 
were much more equal than others," said 
John Motley, lobbyist for the National 
Federation of Independent Business, 
which ha~,-6po,ooo small business mem-
bers nationwide. 
Motley said his group concluded in 
March that the White House was not lis-
tening to its concerns, and turned its 
attention to Capitol Hill. 
It is currently organizing a grassroots 
campaign that could incJude putting 
posters in stores across America opposing 
mandated employer health payments. 
The goal is to ensure every time a mem-
ber of Congress goes to a dry cleaner or 
another small business, he or she gets the 
message. 
From restaurant owners, the pitch is 
similar: Forcing employers to pay for 
health insurance for all workers would 
clobber the food service industry, which 
often doesn't provide health benefits and 
operates on thin profit margins. 
Motley said he already sees some 
results from the lobbying. None of the 
three leading congressional alternatives 
so far to Clinton's plan includes mandat-
ed employer health care payments. 
For many of the interest groups, 
Congress is friendly turf, in part because 
of years of campaign giving to lawmakers. 
Common Cause released a study Monday 
showing medical interests have given 
$45.2 million over the past decade to cur-
rent members of the House and Senate. 
W9~t Judge orders new trials 
h?Xge _-.: for seven gang members 
ron n.ed~ . CHICAGO (AP) - A judge hardened and anti-social crim- others who followed his lead or 
·• · •· -· ;t"~~· ·· . ·. _;- . · { blew another hole in the trou- inals in the history of this com- failed to supervise him proper-
PH'.Yf)aUltO (.A.PJ , bled prosecution of the mur- munity must be overturned," ly, of course, share in his dis-
r,~~ctt,f:ors .f®ay: di$,..~ derous El Rukn gang Monday, Aspen wrote in his opinion. grace." 
d 'e!l.~~$ ~ga,i'fl-~t ordering new trials for seven One of the men covered by Federal prosecutors had put 
~~ m~ ·whh was- men because of evidence that his order is businessman Noah together a six-year investiga-
be tb.e.ij:rstot~ tt.leti prosecutors concealed special Robinson, a half-brother of tion of the gang that led to 53 
gn . · .. ·· l fn f:Q®e.c,. treatment of their star wit- politician Jesse Jackson. convictions or guilty pleas. 
n t}le-jle.ath .of .a. nesses. Aspen criticized Assistant But in June, two other feder-
.erit · ;~a.-t.,, Sbutn-ern' U.S. District Judge Marvin U.S. Attorney William Hogan, al judges ordered new trials for 
•. ois~Cal'bOnd.ale. · · · Aspen was the third federal who led the prosecution. six El Rukns or associates 
'Ethnl1Jl4 .~arl; 23., had.· judge to order new trials for El Hogan, "in seeking to attain based on the same allegations 
·· ehatged•int·the 'Feb. Rukns or associates on the the laudable goal of ridding raised before Aspen. 
death·· of'J()se Waight! grounds that prosecutors con- society of an organization of Aspen ordered new trials for 
, a f'r~.shmanfroni. the cealed evidence that govern- predatory career criminals, Robinson and six El Rukns. 
·cago sub~b of ;South ment witnesses took drugs, was willing to abandon funda- They were convicted in a rack-
an.a had sex and got other favors mental notions of due process eteering trial of conspiring to 
aight .(lied ofasphyxi~ while in custody. oflaw and deviate from accept- import drugs into Chicago and 
n following a scuffle "It is a tragedy that the con- able standards of prosecutorial eliminate rival gang members 
tside Cb.e.ckers night~ victions of some of the most conduct," Aspen wrote. "The and government witnesses. 
in Carbondale. . 
Jack.Son County State's 
rney Charles Grace 
discrepan.C1es with a . 
tho}Qgist~s ctest_imony : 
used hi m to dismiss 
arges against . Bart. 
·ace said the ,,expert 
· · ly said.the actions 
the six men tog~ther 
d\te. caused Waight's 
but.he. n<>W is back-
.... · off that claim~ 
~$ 
'- ./ 
TONIGHT! 
Senate picks GOP school plan 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - In a session marked 
with partisan bickering, the Illinois Senate 
adopted a plan Monday to keep Chicago 
schools open by requiring hefty administra-
tive cuts and teacher concessions. 
But the Republican plan, passed 30-28, 
isn't going anywhere. 
Gov. Jim Edgar urged the House to act on 
the measure but a spokesman for House 
Speaker Michael Madigan said the lower 
chamber doesn't plan to consider it. 
"It may not be pretty. It may be somewhat 
cumbersome," the GOP governor said. "The 
reason (the Senate is) here is to try to provide 
the flexibility so Chicago schools can open, 
and this does that." 
Under the measure, $151 million would be 
sliced from a combination of first-year admin-
istrative cuts and teacher concessions. It 
would authorize $275 million in local bonding 
over two years, instead of $300 million and 
wouldn't tap into teacher pension funds. 
~Students 
aid poor, 
elderly 
CAIRO (AP) - Since her 
husband died last year, 81-
year-old Eva Childress has 
been subjected to a string 
of wrongs. A plumber left 
an all-night leak, the 
cemetery buried her 
spouse in the wrong grave 
and a dealership sold her 
the wrong car. 
So Childress, living on 
Social Security and unable 
to afford an attorney, 
turned to Southern Illinois 
University's legal clinic, 
where law students help 
hundreds of poor, elderly 
people get their day in 
court. 
"You could go to 10 
attorneys, and I bet nine of 
them wouldn't take the 
cases we do," said Mary 
Rudasill, a law professor 
and the program director. 
The clinic has three 
attorneys supervising up 
to 16 students a semester 
who canvass 13 Southern 
Illinois counties. About 
1,000 cases are managed 
annually, ranging from 
elderly abuse charges, to 
wills and divorces, to com-
plicated Black Lung dis-
ability claims . 
Legal teams visit senior 
citizens' centers in each 
county at least once 
monthly and also drop by 
nursing homes and hospi-
t~s ~f aecess1aty; ~ lf.~f;;;~ ;;; 
vice is free, altbougli par-
ticipants are responsible 
for paying their own court 
costs if they can. 
The program won't han-
dle criminal cases, mal-
practice, personal injury 
lawsuits or other cases 
where attorneys earn fees, 
but can refer clients to 
lawyers who do. 
Students like Kurt Wag-
ner, who plans to graduate 
as a tax lawyer next 
spring, call the experience 
invaluable. 
"The real appeal is to 
actually learn the practical 
side oflaw," said Wagner. 
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The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581-2812. A 
corrected ad will appear in 
the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFl'ER the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Edstern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
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APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No 
credit needed GROSE APPLI-
ANCE, 5th & Madison, 
Charleston. 348-0966. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: 
Earn up to $2,000+/month + 
world travel. Summer and 
Career employment available. 
No experience necessary. For 
more information call 1-206-
634-0468 ext. C5738. 
__________ 10/1 
PART-TIME CAD work for expe-
rienced person, doing layout & 
detailing of mechanical assem-
blies. Send resume to: John 
Symington, Apogee Medical 
Products, INC., P.O.Box 1387, 
Effingham, IL 62401. 
__________ 9/24 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS 
DUE TO PROGRAM EXPAN-
SION: HABILITATION AIDES, 
HOUSEKEEPING/JANITORIAL 
STAFF, ACTIVITIES STAFF, 
DIETARY STAFF, AND SUPER-
VISORY POSITIONS AT ALL 
LEVELS. COMPETITIVE 
SALARIES. BENEFITS WHERE 
APPLICABLE. APPLY IN PER-
SON AT 738 18TH ST., 738 
18TH ST., CHAS., IL EOE. 
_ ________ 12110 
Help Wanted: Advanced art stu-
dent wanted to paint detailed 
Victorian mural in large open 
foyer of new home. Call Penny 
at 348-0736. 
_________ 10/1 
Student Government Boards & 
Council Applications are being 
taken until Sept. 23, Thursday. 
Apply NOW! Pick up application 
in 201 MLK, jr. Union. Not a 
paid position. 
Horns section wanted for band. 
Call Joe at 348-5225. Be willing 
to have a funking, grooving 
good time! 
__________ 9/26 
··~Daily Eastem Jews 
Classified Ad Form 
· Name: ·_--------------~ 
Address: _______________ _ 
Phone: _____ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run --------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only) ___________ _ 
Person accepting ad _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ _ _ __ _ 
Payment: 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
WE ARE A YOUNG AND CAR-
I NG COUPLE WHO WANT 
NOTHING MORE THAN TO BE 
PARENTS. WE CAN OFFER 
SO MUCH TO A CHILD IF 
GIVEN THE CHANCE. A LOV-
ING HOME, EAGER GRAND-
PARENTS, SECURITY AND A 
BRIGHT FUTURE. IF ADOP-
TION IS A THOUGHT FOR 
. YOU, PLEASE CALL MIM AND 
RANDY. 1-800-451-4573. 
Dorm-size refrigerators for rent. 
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St. 
348-7746. 9-5. 
1991 Yamaha Jog Scooter: 
80cc, $750 OBO. 581-6815. 
__________ 9/24 
'82 Mazda GLC $500. 345-
7682. 
_________ 9/23 
FUNDRAISERS FUNDRAISERS 
FUNDRAISERS! 
RAISE $150-$300! 
GUARANTEED in one 
week PLUS BONUS 
up to $500! 
Manage promotions for top com-
panies for one week on your cam-
pus. Call for FREE GIFT and to 
qualify for FREE TRIP to MTV 
SPRING BREAK '94, 
Call 1-800-950-1037, ext. 25 
---,,--,..,---=------,--,-9121 
386DX-25 Computer, 106MB 
HD, 2 MB RAM, SVGA, Any 
soft. $1050 OBO. Brett, 581-
2598, 629-9224. 
__________ 9/21 
FOR SALE: Women's Bicycle. 3 
SPEED. FULL SIZE. GOOD 
CONDITION. $40.00. Call 345-
3681 after 5 p.m. 
FOUND: A set of keys with the 
world on the keychain. The keys 
were found 9/16 in Buzzard 
Building Student lounge. Come 
to Student Publications busi-
ness office to claim. 
CHRISTMAS 
BKI 
B R E A K S 
JlllUlRY 2·11, 1994 • 511or7 NIGHTS 
*FREE 112 DAY 
LIFT TICKET! 
JlfUST 8001< IY 111115 •• ~ 
TOLL F11E1 lllFOllllAnON 1 lllSlllYATICINI 
t•800t5UrtCHASE 
ACROSS 
1 Home of 
ancient Irish 
kings 
28 Some nuns' 51 Ill-lit 
sReduce 
drastically 
10 Singaradja!s-
. island 
14 Author Paton 
15 Spend foolishly 
1e Whiffenpoofs, 
e.g. 
17 Start of a quip 
20 Type of mining 
21 Takes the lion's 
share 
22"lcion--
franc;:ais" 
23 Trig function 
2' Dug for 
quahogs 
wear 
29 In that place 
30 Manipulates 
31 Brooklyn 
institute 
32~Client's cost 
35 Quip: Part II 
39 E.M.K. is one 
'° Pope's cape 
41 Otherwise 
42 Word with fry or 
potatoes 
43 Took part in a 
regatta 
45 One held for 
ransom 
48 Bench warmers, 
for short 
49 Watery expanse 
so A spouse 
5' End of the quip 
58 Earth, to Hans 
59Hewears a 
conical cap 
ea Ointment 
source 
e1 Not so much 
82 Prefix with pose 
83 File's partner 
DOWN 
1 Pack firmly 
2Jai --
3 Carry on 
verbally 
•Whichever 
5 Faints 
I Good-sized 
70ueries 
1 Fr. holy 
woman 
1· . .. bells on 
--toes" 
10 Turned into 
t t Sleeper's 
rouser 
t2 Capital of Nord 
13 Formed aits 
1a Iota 
11 Lacedaemon 
HOMECOMING SPIRIT SUBCOMMITTEE will have a Spirit 
Contest Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Oakland Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
EIU KARATE CLUB will have a workout today from 3:30-5 p.m. in 
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. New members are 
always welcome. For more information call Kim at 581-8129. 
PHI GAMMA NU will have an executive meeting tonight at 7 p.m. 
in Room 205 of Coleman Hall. Remember to wear your letters. 
PHI GAMMA NU is having a pledge meeting tonight at 6 p.m. i 
Room 205 of Coleman Hall. Bring your smiles. 
RED CROSS BLOOD Drive is having a mandatory meeting for v 
unteers 7 p.m., 8 p.m., and 9 p.m. Sept. 26 in the Old Ballroom. 
For more information call 581-3505. 
RED CROSS BLOOD \Drive needs volunteers to work Sept. 27 
30. For moe information call 581-3505. 
CIRCLE K CLUB will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in th 
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Univers· 
Union. New and old members welcome. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ is having a Prime Time tonight 
6:30 p.m. in Room 017 of Lumpkin Hall. Everyone is welcome. 
SOCIETY FOR COLLEGIATE Journalists is having a meeti 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Mac lab/North Gym of the Buzza 
Building. We will further discuss fundraising. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION will having its weekly meeting toni 
at 6 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Lui 
King Jr. University Union. All interested in becoming a mem 
please attend. 
MATH CLUB/KAPPA Mu Epsilon is having its monthly meetl 
today at 5 p.m. on Room 215 Old Main. Pizza will be served bef 
listening to guest speaker. All majors welcome. 
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION Association will have 
Organizational Meeting and Election of Officers today at 4:30 p. 
in the Faculty Lounge of Buzzard Building. Interested College 
Education Minority Teacher Education Majors are encouraged 
attend this meeting If interested but cannot attend, please come 
Room 211 Buzzard and sign the registration sheet. 
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will be having an introduction 
ing tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. New members and an 
interested is invited. For more information call Jerry at 348-8639. 
AHS WILL MEET tonight at 7 p.m. in the Library Lecture Room. 
E.A.R.T.H. WILL MEET tonight at 6:40 p.m. in room 313 Blair H 
All are welcome. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Bible Study at 6 p.m. 
Room 109A Coleman Hall. 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER will celebrate the Sacrament 
Penance from 8-9 p.m. in the Newman Chapel. 
SHEA STUDENT HOME Ee. Assoc. will hold its monthly mee 
today at 5:30 p.m. in Room 11 O Kiehm Hall. Open to Dieteti 
Foods/Nutrition, Consumer Affairs and Hospitality Majors. 
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be sub 
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before 
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday shou 
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the dea 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after dea 
Will NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip 
illegible or contains conflicting information will not be published. 
49 
54 
59 
. 11 
21 Giant or dwarf 
of folklore 
3t "Positive 
thinking" 
exponent 
32Autumn 
a Feel pain 
44 Fourth person 
uBellhop's 
bailiwick 
46 Pigment for 
st Poet Walter 
--Mare 
52 Niche occupant 
n Docile; gentle 
ss Cato's 451 
MProdfor Check number _____ _ 
23 Senor's sibilant 33 Gaelic 
Gainsborough 
47 Spores 
48 After that time 
IOleft 
payment 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 1 O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7 17 
6:00 News News News 
6:30 Inside Edttion Entmt. Tonight Cops 
7:00 Saved Rescue 911 Full House 
7:30 bythe Bell. .. Phenom 
8:00 John Larroquette Movie: Donato Roseanne 
8:30 Second Hatt and Daughter Coach 
9:00 Dateline NBC NYPD Blue 
9:30 
10:00 News News News 
10:30 Tonight M'A'S'H Married ... 
ESPN-24 
SportsCenter 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
USA-26 WGN-16 9C 
Major Dad Designing Women 
Wings Jeffersons 
Murder She Baseball: Cardinals 
Wrote at Cubs 
Boxing 
Major Dad News 
Wings Prime Suspect 
assent 34 Watched 
24 Pursue 
... ·. 
\" 
25 Permits 
a Shacks 
27 Tennis great 
28 Homophone for 
bin 
WILL-12 LIFE-38 
MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved 
Mysteries 
Nova L.A. Law 
Health Quarterly Movie: 
Once is 
Innovation Never Enough 
Being Served? 
Movie: Unsolved ... 
H Hard Italian 
cheese 
37 Rugged rock 
38 Oahu necklaces 
42Produces 
Fox-8 55 
Roseanne 
Cheers 
Baseball 
Roe 
Bakersfield P. D. 
DISC-33 
lnfintte Voyage 
TerraX 
Treasurer Hunters 
Invention 
Next Step 
Serial Killers 
TerraX 
Treasurer Hunters 
57 Auditory 
appendage 
.1i1me.1111111, 
WEIU-9 51 
Reading Rainbow 
Whirligig 
Little House 
Bonanza 
News 
BobSpoo 
Third Man To Murder 
Movie: 
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China changes tack in Olympic bid 
MONTE CARLO, Monaco (AP) -
With the race for the 2000 Olympics in 
its final days, China took a different 
tack .Monday to counter human-rights 
we need law and order, we need stabili-
ty. It's in the interest not only of China, 
but of the world. 
"Imagine if one day chaos occurred 
in China. The population would start 
fleeing the country. There would be no 
peace in Asia or the world. So when 
China cares about stability, it's not in 
its self-interest." 
criticism of the Beijing bid. 
In a departure from the brusque, 
official policy statements issued over 
the past week, a Chinese spokesman 
made a personal and emotional appeal 
for understanding. 
"It's not fair," Beijing bid spokesman 
Wu Jianmin said. "The Chinese gov-
ernment cares a lot about human 
rights. We have an old saying: You have 
to look at the forest, not the trees. In 
other words, you have to look at the 
whole picture, not just part of it." Wu 
said China's population had grown 
from 500 million in 1949 to 1.16 billion 
and that scale of growth created unique 
problems requiring unique answers. 
Wu made his remarks in fluent 
English, while at previous news confer-
ences he spoke in Chinese through a 
translator. He also spoke without notes, 
compared to earlier, carefully prepared 
written statements. 
The change in tone and approach 
appeared aimed at enhancing Beijing's 
image as Thursday's vote by the 
International Olympic Committee 
neared. The head of the IOC reminded 
"Today Chinese are not hungry. They 
are fed. They are clothed," he said. 
"Every year, our net increase in popula-
tion is 16 million. It means every year 
we have to create 16 million new jobs. 
members to make that vote "in com-
plete freedom, true to your conscience 
and fully aware of the consequences." 
Beijing remains one of the favorites. 
The other candidates are Sydney, 
Australia; Manchester, England; 
Berlin; and Istanbul, Turkey. "We have to care about these people's 
clothing, medical care. To care for them Sydney officials held a news confer-
Hello Dolly: 714 Monroe. 
Antiques, Uniques Vintage 
clothing 60's and 70's style col-
lectables. 345-6612. 
_____ .ca9/8-10; 17-24 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAIL-
ABLE! $6.6 BILLION 
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR! 
Recorded message gives 
details. 345-2629, ext. 112. 
_________ 9./21 
FANTASTIC!! Try Joey's Beer 
Battered Onion Rings! Sorry, 
llmit only 2 orders per person 
after 10:30 p.m. Call 345-2466 
and we'll get 'em to ya real fast! 
9/21 A""L""P,,.H'"'A-S-=--l""G,.,.M~A---:=T,,-A'"'U-V-0,..L-L.EY-
BALL PLAYERS: Good luck dur-
ing Derby Days and have fun. 
9/21 J __ E_,S-c-S-IC,_A-C,-L_A_R_K_O_F_A.G D: 
Congratulations on getting 
pinned to Mike Pratt of Alpha 
Gamma Rho. Your sisters are 
happy for you. 
9/21 F-R~E-E_H_A_M_R_A_D_l_O_C_L.ASS 
meets Thursday 7-9, Rm 216 
Physical Science Building. Call 
Ken, 581-2400. 
________ .9/23 
Brew your own import quality 
beer for $4 a case! It's easy and 
legal. Equipment, pony keg sys-
tems, supplies in stock. TRONA 
Unlimited. 345-2507. 
Student Government Boards & 
Applications are being taken 
until Sept. 23, Thursday. Apply 
NOW! Pick up application in 201 
MLK, jr. Union. 
,,..--,,--------9/23 
BIRDY: Happy 21st Birthday. 
May FUBAR fest live!! BLAZER 
_________ 9/21 
The Best of Luck to All 
Sororities during Derby Days. 
From the Sigma Chi Pledges. 
~--------,,.-....,,9121 
Congratulations to Noelle Frere 
of Tri-Sigma on becoming 
Public Relations of Panhel. Your 
sisters are so proud of you. 
_________ 9/21 
SIG KAPS: Get ready for anoth-
er fun day at DERBY DAYS!!!! 
_________ 9/21 
RUSH PHI DELTA THETA: 
EASTERN'S NEWEST SOCIAL 
FRATERNITY! JOIN US 
TONIGHT AT MORTON PARK 
AND TOMORROW NIGHT 
WE'RE BOWLING AT THE 
CHARLESTON LANES. IF YOU 
NEED A RIDE OR HAVE A 
QUESTION, CALL SCOTT AT 
3208 OR JASON AT 3287. 
_________ 9/21 
Congratulations to Shelly White 
of Tri-Sigma for becoming Vice 
President of the University 
Board. Your sisters are every 
proud of you. 
The Country Schoolhouse 
Preschool Open House, Sat., 
Sept. 25, 1 O a.m. to 3 p.m., 
1113 Division St., Charleston. 
Phone: 345-3082. 
_________ 9/24 
JENI AND TODD: Happy 
Anniversary! Who would have 
guessed that a year later Todd 
would still be HELPING OUT 
and putting up with all the 
DOLLS! I'm happy for both of 
you-CONGRATULATIONS! 
Love, Peggy 
~,.,,,---,.......,.-9/21 ALL CAPS 
Phi Beta Chi new A.M.'s: You all 
looked beautiful on Saturday. 
Love, the Actives 
9/21 
-K-R-IS_T_l_N __ S_C_H_O_O_N_O,.-VER: 
We're so proud to have you rep-
resent TRI-SIGMA as our Derby 
Darling! Love, your sisters 
_________ 9/21 
JEN GLOUDEMAN: 
Congratulations on getting lava-
1 iered to Brian! I envy you. 
Maybe someday soon! (hopeful-
ly) Love, ANN. 
--------...,--9,/21 
RUSH PHI DELTS, EASTERN'S 
NEWEST SOCIAL FRATERNI-
TY. HELP MAKE HISTORY. 
JOIN US TUESDAY NIGHT AT 
MORTON PARK. FOR RIDES 
AND INFO, CALL SCOTT AT 
3208 OR MARTY AT 8122. 
_________ 9/21 
ence to present their environmental 
guidelines for the 2000 Olympics. The 
plans, backed by Greenpeace, would 
make the Games the "most environ-
mentally-friendly on record," govern-
ment minister Bruce Baird said. 
a seventh company - Matsushita, the 
parent of Panasonic electronics - as a 
$40 million sponsor. They also said 
preparations for the Games were on 
schedule. 
• Salt Lake City was formally nomi-
nated as the U.S. city bidding to host 
the 2002 Winter Olympics. The IOC 
will vote on that choice in June 1995. 
The project includes using solar 
power, water recycling and public 
transport in the athletes' village. 
Buildings would be designed so they 
wouldn't need air conditioning and 
refrigerators would not contain ozone-
destroying gases. 
• The U.S. House of Representatives 
passed a resolution last month urging 
the IOC to reject Beijing's bid on 
human-rights grounds. 
Manchester officials, making their 
first official appearance before the 
media, said the British city was one of 
the three top contenders. 
Sixty U.S. Senators have also come 
out against the bid, as have human-
rights groups. 
IOC president Juan Antonio 
Samaranch said the 90 eligible voting 
members should make their selection 
free of outside pressures. 
"The IOC members see how water-
tight our bid is," said Bob Scott, chair-
man of the Manchester committee. "I 
honestly don't think you can pick the 
winner. It's almost impossible to read, 
but I'm sure we're in the leading 
group." 
In other developments at the ses-
sion: 
• Organizers of the Atlanta 
Olympics in 1996 said they had signed 
"The competition will be very close 
between these cities of equal merit," 
Samaranch said. "Everything has been 
done to ensure that the IOC members 
can make their choice, completely inde-
pendent of pressure. At the end of the 
day, only the interests of the athletes 
and of the Olympic movement count. " 
Angie Churchill: Friday night 
was a blast! You're a great 
mom. Thanks for everything. 
Your kid, Christine 
---~-----·9/21 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAIL-
ABLE I $6.6 BILLION 
UNCLAIME'D LAST YEAR! 
Recorded message gives 
details. 345-2629, ext. 112. 
,,-----..,...,.----,---,--...,...,---.,.,.12/10 
Pam, You looked beautiful last 
night. We were so proud of you. 
Love, your sisters. 
9/21 
~D~E~E-Z~E~E:=-~D""E~R~B~Y-,.---=DAYS 
VOLLEYBALL: GOOD LUCK 
THIS WEEK. WE KNOW YOU 
CAN DO IT. LOVE, YOUR SIS-
TERS 
_________ .9/21 
Melissa Hard: Hope you had a 
great time at Pledge Dance. 
You looked great! Beta Chi love, 
Tracey 
_________ 9/21 
MEGAN: WHAT IS GOING ON? 
WHAT IS ALL THIS MADNESS 
ABOUT? LET'S GET IT 
TOGETHER ALRIGHT? SAL-
ADOR FRANSICO 
--------.,...-9/21 
KRISTINE (BEANER) ST. 
RASSHEIM: Congratulations on 
being elected the AST 
Homecoming Candidate. Tau 
love, Your sisters 
_________ 9/21 
SIGMA Pl PLEDGES: Thanks 
for being so wonderful last 
Wednesday night, but be ready 
to sing yourselves, because 
Moore's next! Alpha Garn love, 
Becky 
_________ 9/21 
LADIES OF AST: BEST OF 
LUCK DURING DERBY DAYS. 
YOU CAN DO IT! LOVE, TOM. 
~----,------9/21 
Congratulations to Jen 
Gloudeman of Tri-Sigma on get-
ting lavaliered to Brian Kamuda 
of Delta Chi. Your sisters are 
very happy for you! 
_________ 9/21 
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA 
GAMMA DELTA: GOOD LUCK 
THIS WEEK IN DERBY DAYSI I 
KNOW YOU'LL DO GREAT. 
LOVE, WILLY. 
--,-----,-------..,,.......,--,,-9121 
GOOD LUCK to the Phi Sigma 
Sigma volleyball team! You 
ladies are doing an awesome 
job! Phi Sig love, Your Sisters 
_________ 9/21 
BETA CHI VOLLEYBALL: WE 
CAN DO IT! JUST PUT A LIT-
TLE JALEPENO ON IT. 
,-.,.,,-----,--,.......,...,-,-,----.,,-9·/21 
TOM BIEWALD: Your dedication 
to being the AST Sweetheart is 
greatly appreciated. Thanks for 
the rice crispies. Tau love, Your 
Gators 
_________ 9/21 
AST Barn Dance was a blast. It 
was great to see everyone hav-
~ng a great time. 
---=-----:-=--:--:---=:-.9/21 
WED. 22, 7:30 P.M. COME 
HEAR A PROMINENT JUDGE 
TALK ABOUT THE LEGAL 
SYSTEM. PHIPPS HALL. 
_________ 9/21 
Let the Classifieds work for you. 
Take out an ad today! Forms 
available at 127 Buzzard. 
-• ·• ••· ha-00 
HEATHRE LEWIS: 
Congratulations on becoming 
lavaliered to Dave Dahn of Delta 
Tau Delta. Your ALPHA GAM. 
sisters are very happy for you. 
_________ 9/21 
FRATS! SORORITIES! 
STUDENT GROUPS! 
Raise as Much as You 
Want In One Week! 
$100 ... $600 ... $1500! 
Market applications for VISA 
MASTERCARD, MCI, 
AMOCO, etc. Call for your 
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify 
for FREE TRIP to MTV 
SPRING BREAK '94 
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75. 
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
'5EiL SHORT SA VE LONG' 
The Daily Eastern News will run 
your "FOR SALE" CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
'The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial Individual who wishes to 
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced . 
Name:~-----------------
Address: ________ Phone: ______ _ 
Dates to run -----------
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of: Person accepting ad __ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ____ Compositor ___ _ 
No. words/days ______ ~Amount due:$ ____ _ 
nit ~ '{oJ K~CW I \HE 
~AR.\>ER. II \5 it) TA~ 
0£<:. \'5\\IE. A.CTlON.. 
Doonesbury BY GARRY TRU.DEAU 
10 Tuesday, September 21, 1993 The Daily Eastern News 
Governor's Cup victory 
makes for soccer surprise 
By BOB CRAMPTON 
Staff Wiiter 
For the first time since 1989, Eastern's soccer 
team captured the Illinois Governor's Cup 
crown. 
It was the eighth time in 22 years that the 
Panthers took the title. 
"I really don't know how to take it," said 
coach Cizo Mosnia, whose team posted a 3-2 tri-
umph over Sangamon State on Saturday before 
recording a 2-0 victory against Southern Illinois 
at Edwardsville Sunday. "I guess I'm taking it 
in stride." 
After the Panthers finished last in the four-
team tournament in 1992, Mosnia admits he 
wasn't even thinking of coming away with the 
tournament championship. 
"We were not gunning for the tournament, 
but (we were) just looking to concentrate in 
game situations," said Mosnia, whose team 
improved to 4-1 on the season. "I am very 
happy with our record." 
In their first contest, the Panthers rallied 
from a 2-0 deficit to seal the come-from-behind 
victory. 
"I knew Sangamon was a tough team, as they 
have older players and a more experienced 
club," Mosnia said. "Down 2-0 at one point, we 
played very well to take the lead." 
Junior standout Paul Agyeman, who scored 
his first goals of the season over the weekend, 
said he was very excited about the victories. 
"We knew we had a good team, as it was a 
relief to come out with two victories," said 
Agyeman, who led the Panthers in scoring with 
22 points last season. ''The biggest stirprise was 
the comeback we had. Sangamon always had a 
good team while (Southern) was struggling." 
Mosnia admitted that Saturday's win gave 
the team an upbeat attitude going into the 
championship contest. 
"After that comeback victory, I knew we 
would come out the next day and do even bet-
ter," Mosnia said. 
And that was just the case, as the Panthers 
cruised past the host Salukis. 
"We had a good defensive effort, as 
(Southern) had few chances," Mosnia said. 
Agyeman, meanwhile, put the icing on the 
cake when he netted the only goal the Panthers 
would need. Eastern scored a second time when 
freshman Henry Ospina tallied an unassisted 
goal. 
"It feels good," Agyeman said of his top-notch 
performances. "I've been getting the chances, 
but I haven't been finishing. The goals I had 
were set up easily, and hopefully I can maintain 
my leadership role. Overall, it was a very excit-
ing weekend." 
Even after the Panthers, who hosted last 
year's Governor's Cup, had had little success in 
recent tournaments, Mosnia admitted each 
team had an opportunity at winning the title. 
"Everybody had a chance, as SIU and 
Sangamon had good soccer teams. Western has 
had their problems, and we have also been up 
and down the last couple years." 
-Lady harriers finish ninth 
The women's cross country 
team finished ninth out of 28 
teams Saturday in the 
Midwest College Champion-
ships in Kenosha, Wis. 
For the second straight 
meet, junior InnarP.ei:ez w~s 
th~leading ru:6.n'.er for the 
Lady Panthers. Perez finished 
22nd overall in a time of 19:02. 
Senior Brooke Roberts was 
Eastern's second finisher, 
crossing the line in 29th place 
overall with a time of 19:19. 
East.em also claimed the 37th 
and 38th places. Freshman 
Carey Dunker was 37th, fin-
ishing the course in a time of 
19:4 7, and junior Amy Bersig 
was 38th in a time of 19:58. 
Only 56 seconds separated 
Eastern's top four runners, but 
its fifth finisher was 1:29 
behind the leader. 
Sophomore Shelly Baron 
was 45th overall finishing with 
a time of 20:31 to finish the 
scoring runners for the Lady 
Panthers. The top five placers 
make up a team's score. 
Other finishers for the Lady 
Panthers were junior Julie 
Perkins in 4 7th (20:55), fresh-
man Beth Rudnicke 53rd 
(21:21) and sophomore Kim 
Becker 69th (22:00). 
Eastern's next meet will be 
Saturday when it plays host to 
its only home meet of the sea-
son. The Lady Panthers will 
play host to the Eastern 
Illinois Open at 10:30 a.m. on 
the Lantz course. 
- Staff report 
)erry•s 
Pizza~Pub 
.. 
introduces 
All You Can Eat Buffet 
featuring 
• Pizza 
·Spaghetti 
·Salad Bar 
• Garlic Bread 
only S 3 • 99 plus tax 
Every Tuesday 5 - 9 pm 
Children 10 &.. under eat for $2 
4th &.. Lincoln in store special 345-2844 
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. $549 Film Processing 24exp. -
Everyday 
Free Double Prints! 
PARCEL SHIPPING CENTER 
U.S. Postal and U.P.S. 
No SERVICE CHARGES ON USPS! 
Hours: 
10% STUDENT/FACULTY DISCOUNT 
must present ID. before purchase 
Stamps & Such 
Division of C.0.D. Inc. 
M-F 7:30 am-9 pm 
Sat 8:30 am-5 pm 
Sun 1 pm-5 pm 
217 Lincoln Ave (Next to Copy-x) 
345-4954 
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WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THOSE WHO 
HAVE ACHIEVED ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER 1993 
Michelle Acaley 
Stephanie Cantrell 
Cara Erck 
Melissa Megginson 
Amy Paul 
Bridget Solon 
Shannon Willen 
Sue Banahan 
Anne Byrkit 
Ann Janette Paul 
Missy Quinn 
Lori Reeves 
Meredith Day 
Janet Erdman 
Kim Shaw 
Jen Steucheli 
Heather Held 
Amy Ward 
Tonya Kreke 
Jenny Lee 
CareyMcCaleb 
Jennifer Parker 
4.0 
Kristi Hohulin 
Carrie lanella 
3.50 - 3.99 
Danielle Aguirre 
Amy Carter 
Amy Gossett 
Samantha Musical 
Jeannie Piepert 
. Susanne Weise 
3.00-3.49 
Kristin Bellatti 
Jodie Canham 
Jennifer Phillips 
Jordana Rabin 
Kari Dabrowski 
Kara Driscoll 
Julie Seybert 
Maureen Shereck 
Mary Hagaman 
Kristi Vilet 
Angie Ijams 
Annie Wintjen 
Lara Zerante' 
Lara McCluskey 
Brenda Brohiec 
Kris Cherry 
Tracy Mc Arthur 
Christina Olivetti 
Siri Peterson 
Tracey Weller 
Rebecca Bushong 
Jennifer Celestino 
Randee Price 
Jennifer Codell 
Tracy Sargent 
·Ellen Schovanec 
Katie Freedland 
Jodi Goldasich 
Krista Szydlik 
Lori Huber 
Kim Weller 
Michelle Kunkle 
Megan Maier 
Brandy McGee 
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Bears drop Morrissey for Snow 
LAKE FOREST (AP) :.... 
The Chicago Bears signed 
free agent linebacker Percy 
Snow and released veteran 
Jim Morrissey on Monday. 
Morrissey started 14 
games last season under for-
mer coach Mike Ditka and 
recorded a career-high 115 
tackles. He played sparingly 
in the Bears' first two games 
under new coach Dave 
• From page 12 
Wannstedt. 
The 31-year-old Morrissey, 
who spent his nine-year 
career with the Bears, said 
he'll probably retire. 
"If somebody wants to 
take a chance on me I'd be 
willing, but I'm not going to 
go out and look for a job," 
Morrissey said. "At this 
point, I think my career is 
over." 
Snow, a former No. 1 draft 
'Pick by Kansas City in 1990, 
was cut by the Chiefs before 
the season. 
The 25-year-old Snow won 
the Lombardi and Butkus 
awards his senior year at 
Michigan State. He started 
14 games as a rookie but 
missed the '91 season after 
injuring his ankle. He played 
mainly as a backup last year. 
Move _____ _ 
• From page 12 
That doesn't bode well for the remainder of the season. 
Maybe it was just me, but the opportunity to see the 
Naval Academy, its football team so rich in tradition and a 
- stadium where the memories seem to come to life was a 
pleasant experience. And I, along with three other crazy col-
lege guys, spent nearly 27 hours in a car travelling approxi-
mately 1,500 miles in a 43-hour span just to see the game. 
Is it too much to expect that players and coaches should 
view the experience for what it was - an opportunity that 
just didn't come to fruition? After all, these are the guys who 
flew to the game and were treated as honored guests while 
enjoying some pretty nice accommodations. 
It's self destructive for anybody on the team, player or 
coach, to second-guess one another over a game that should, 
at most, serve as a rallying point for the remainder of the 
season. 
The Panthers played hard and well enough, in most 
cases, that they could have won. But some players feel they 
weren't "being given a chance" to show what they can do. 
That may or may not be true. In either event, that game 
is in the past and eight more opportunities remain for the 
Panthers to turn things around. 
Traditional Gateway Conference rival Western Illinois 
visits O'Brien Stadium Saturday in the league opener for 
both teams. 
Hopefully no more time will be wasted on the would 
haves, could haves and should haves of the Navy experi-
ence. 
The best way to extend the Eastern losing streak to four 
games is to continue with the finger pointing. The best way 
to get back on the winning track is to build on the improve-
ment the team showed after its Sept. 11 loss to McNeese 
State. 
Keep your ear to the door of the Panther locker room and 
stay tuned. 
Robert Manker is a staff writer for The Daily Eastern News. 
e biggest foe, compiling a 3-0 record against 
teway teams this season. 
Western Illinois was the only upperclassman to 
be named player of the week. McMillian won 
defensive honors by collecting 18 tackles and 
recovered a fumble as Western held Eastern 
Michigan to 86 yards rushing. Through three weeks of the season, the 
teway has posted a 6-12 mark against all 
n-conference teams. 
•Underclassmen had a big impact over the 
eekend in the Gateway, as three of the four 
layers of the week were freshmen of sopho-
Freshman running back Jeff Stovall from 
orthern Iowa was named the conference's 
nsive player of the week. Stovall racked up 
yards on 23 carries. 
Senior linebacker Ken McMillian from 
Sophomore center Luke Hake from 
Southwest Missouri State was named offensive 
lineman of the week. Hake helped the Bears 
compile 511 yards on offense in their 34-33 loss 
to North Texas. 
Freshman kicker Todd Kurz from Illinois 
State was named special teams player of the 
week. Kurz made all three of his field goals in 
the Redbirds' 37-27 upset ofMcNeese State. 
Compiled by Ryan Giusti 
UNIVERSITY BOARD SUBWAY PRESENTS: 
TUESDAY 
DRAFT NIGHT 
FREE 
STU'S 
CA.SH 
'till 9:30 
Open 8-1 
COMEDIAN 
JACKIE GUERRA 
WHEN: WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 22, 8 p.m. 
WHERE: RATHSKELLAR, UNION 
TICKETS: $1.00 w /STUDENT ID 
$3.00 GENERAL PUBLIC 
LARGE PIZZA 
• ONE FREE TOPPING 
OR ONE FREE 32 OZ. PEPSI 
PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE 
348-1626 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE • • • • 
Presents • • • • 
• • Nell Simon's Comedy • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • Tomorrow night at 8:00 p.m. • • 
• • also playing at • • 
• • 8:00 p.m. September 23, 24, 25 
• • 
• • and • • 
• • 2:00 p.m. September 26 
• • in the Studio Doudna'Fine Arts Center 
Adults $6.00, Seniors $5.00 • • • • 
• • EIU students $3.00 • • 
• • Call 581-3110 
• • 
• • 
• • ~ ........................................ ,..,.., ................................. ......,,..,.., ................................. ......,,..,.., ...................... 
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TUESDAY 
SPECIAL! 
3-PIECE 
DINN·ER 
$225 
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken, 
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw 
and 2 fresh hot biscuits 
2-PIECE $190 
LUNCH 
Try our delicious 
• Bar-B-Que Ribs 
•Livers & Gizzards 
• Fish Sandwiches 
• Fish Dinner 
JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR 
BREAKFAST 
Complete Menu 5-11 a.m. 
Ask about our 
CATERING• 345-6424 
Gift Certificates 
2-pc. chicken, mashed 
potatoes & gravy, 
slaw & 1 biscuit 
Barbeque Pork Ribs 
· Served Daily! 
1305 Lincoln 
Avenue 
Charleston, 
Illinois 
m 
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Panther parents hittin' the roa 
By ROBERT MANKER 
Staff writer 
ANNAPOLIS, Md. 
Hubert .and Diana Korosec 
have been on the road for 
much of the last three weeks. 
Their travels have taken 
them to Murray, Ky., Lake 
Charles, La. and Annapolis, 
Md., all to watch their son, 
junior halfback Bill Korosec, 
play football. 
The Korosecs were just two 
of the Eastern parents in 
attendance Saturday night as 
the Panthers fell to Navy 31-
10 at Navy-Marine Corps 
Memorial Field. 
And while the Eastern 
faithful would rather have 
seen a Panther win, there was 
little doubt the trip was worth 
it. 
"It's a big deal," Diana 
Korosec said of travelling to 
see Eastern play the tradi-
tion-rich Navy team. "You 
know it's a big deal when 
we're taking pictures of the 
signs that say 'Navy's oppo-
nent - Eastern Illinois.'" 
The Korosecs left their 
Golden, Col. home Sept. 1 to 
embark on the journey that's 
taken them to each of the 
Panthers' first three games. 
~~rjpg f~{lc}Y~~k tliey visit 
tnerids an'd family throughout 
the region they used to call 
home. 
JEFF CULLER/Photo 
Michael Carver, father of Eastern middle linebacker Tim Carver, heckles the Midshipmen as they enter the arena beji 
the Navy game Saturday night. Carver, like many other Panther parents, tries not to miss a game. 
Korosec's did. "She has almost never ty? Rick, a 1986 Eastern 
"I flew out with the team missed a game in all four "There's a big difference uate, and Scott, an '85 al 
"It's been fun," -Diana said. 
"We're driving in a van, and it 
hasn't given us any prob-
lems." 
Thursday, but John had a years Jeff has played," John between being a fan and a of the Naval Acade 
game (Friday) night, and Thorne said of his wife's mother," Diana Korosec showed up to see who wo 
didn't come out until attendance at their son's col- explained. "When you love go home with the brag · 
(Saturday)," Kathie Thorne legiate games. "I usually only somebody on the team, there's rights from the first-el' 
said. get to about six or seven a a whole new aspect of it." meeting of the two. 
Her husband coaches foot- year though." Family and school pride "We're all sitting on 
John and· Kathie Thorne, 
parents of senior quarterback 
Jeff Thorne, also made the 
East Coast trip, but not as the 
ball at top-ranked Wheaton- It's not unusual to see fans also brought Rick and Scott Eastern side," Rick s 
Warrenville South High make these long trips. But Lansing together at before the game. "Scott 
School in the same Chicago how do families like the Saturday's game, although his wife were a little hesi 
suburb where his son former- Korosecs and Thornes contin- neither was actually in uni- about that, but what can 
ly starred. ue to do it with such regulari- form. say? I bought the tickets." 
~atewa~ roundup - Panthers need 
Redbirds avenge league · · 
After McNeese State will travel to New York next to move forward 
picked on the Gateway weekend to play Hofstra. 
Conference during the first • Northern Iowa finally won 
two weeks of the season, its first game of the season. 
Illinois State avenged its The preseason favorite to win 
conference Saturday by the.conference title, the purple 
upsetting the Cowboys, 37- Panthers started the year 0-2 
27. before beating Jacksonville 
McNeese State went into State 35-14. 
the game ranked No. 2 in Gateway Standings Northern Iowa, which has 
Division I-AA after posting Based on all games, with won or shared the conference 
decisive wins over Gateway conference play beginning crown in each of the last three 
teams Northern Iowa and Sept. 26 seasons, actually trailed 14-0 
Eastern. The Cowboys capi- before reeling off 35 unan-
talized on nine Panther L Pct. swered points. Running back 
turnovers to beat Eastern 1 .667 Jeff Stovall ran for a career-
49-7 in week two of the sea- t .500 high 125 yards and three 
son and forced six Northern 2 .333 touchdowns. Quarterback 
Iowa turnovers to roll to a 2 .333 Kurt Warner threw for 152 
win in week one. 2 .333 yards. 
Illinois State, picked fifth 2 .000 The purple Panthers lost to 
in the Gateway preseason 2 .000 McNeese State to open the 
poll, turned the tables on the ~~'i!!:!!' ~--~'.!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!I~~""'- •-""- ""--"'--"""-- season and then lost to 
Cowboys by forcing five -- -- Division I-A Wyoming last 
McNeese Sta,te turnovers. The Redbird defense week. The win snapped a three-game losing 
held McNeese State to only one offensive touch- streak dating back to last season. 
down and four field goals. • Division I-A teams continued their domi-
Illinois State, which is now ranked 24th in the nance over the Gateway over the weekend. The 
nation, was aided by the efforts of redshirt fresh- Gateway is now 0-8 on the season against I-A-
man Todd Kurz. He was named the Gateway . teams. 
Conference's special teams player of the week by Eastern was beaten 31-10 by Navy in 
connecting on all three of his field goal.attempts, Annapolis, Southern Illinois lost 49-25 to Mid-
four extra-point attempts and punting for a 38.0 American Conference member Toledo and 
average. Kurz hit on field goals of 20, 38 and 39 Western Illinois lost to Eastern Michigan, 16-14. 
yards. Of his five punts, only one was returned. The Mid-American Conference has been 
The Redbirds now hold the only winning 
record in the Gateway Conference at 2-1. They • Continued on page 11 
ANNAPOLIS, Md. - I was impressed 
Saturday night, but I was also a little dis-
appointed. 
Not in the way the Panthers played; but 
more in their post-game actions and com-
ments. 
Sure, Eastern dropped a game to Navy 
that mightjust as easily have been a 
Panther win, but there's more to it than 
that. 
Most Eastern fans probably won't like Robert 
to admit it, but it's no coincidence Division 
I-A Navy scheduled the game for the Manker 
Academy's Parents' Weekend and the 
same weekend as the 50-year reunion of the class of 1943. 
It's a very humbling way to look at it, but the Panthers w 
neither expected or supposed to win at Navy-Marine Co 
Memorial Field. 
A win would have been nice. It's always more enjoyable 
know you played better than the other guys and have a 'W 
prove it. But it just wasn't in the cards. 
Now, after it appeared the players and coaching staff · 
were trying to console themselves by taking stock in the 
least we played hard" summary, there's talk of dissent amo 
various factions on the team. 
While it's true the Panthers' running attack just wasn't v 
effective, who's to say more Thorne passes would have m 
more Eastern points? 
Hind sight is 20-20, and tlie score it still 31-10 in favor 
Navy. 
There's no point in dwelling on a game in which the 
Panthers really stood nothing to lose. It's even worse to then 
publicly air your dirty laundry just three games into the year. 
• Continued on page 11 
